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Abstract
In recent years, numerous studies have observed that many hard combinatorial decision prob-
lems exhibit behaviour described as a ‘phase-transition’. This is the phenomenon whereby typical
instances of a problem display a dramatic shift in certain characteristics as some parameter of the
instances is varied. Such characteristics include the likelihood of an instance having a solution
and the time taken by a search algorithm. The apparent pervasiveness of phase-transitions in
hard combinatorial search problems has led to contrasting claims being advanced concerning to
what extent all NP-complete problems exhibit phase-transitions. The established importance of
exploiting phase-transition eects in the design of search heuristics provides a strong motivation
for assessing how valid such claims may be. In this paper we argue that questions concerning
the generality of phase-transition phenomena are, at present, ill-dened. In order to address this
diculty, we propose and examine rigorous complexity-theoretic models of the statement ‘the
decision problem D has a phase-transition’. Within these models it is proved that for certain
‘natural’ denitions contrasting results about phase-transition behaviour can be proved. c© 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recent empirical studies on the performance of standard search heuristics applied
to certain NP-complete problems (such as 3-SAT , 3-colouring, TSP) have noted a
common property of these: that of having a phase-transition (e.g. [2, 11, 18]). This
property may be described, in loose terms, as an extreme change in the behaviour of
some aspect of a problem that occurs when small changes are made to parameters
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of typical input instances. As a concrete example consider the decision problem 3-
SAT . Suppose instances of 3-SAT are drawn, uniformly at random, from the set of
formulae with n propositional variables and m clauses. Solving such instances with a
heuristic such as that of Davis and Putnam [4] reveals two patterns as the ratio m=n
increases: the proportion of satisable instances moves from ‘close to’ one to ‘close
to’ zero; the time taken by the search process changes from being ‘low’ to ‘high’ and
back to ‘low’. Furthermore, the transition from ‘typical’ instances being satisable to
‘typical’ instances being unsatisable is characterised by a sharp threshold value for
m=n, experimentally revealed as around 4:2. The hardest instances, i.e. those which
take longest to search, are also clustered in this region of clause-to-variable ratio.
Similar behaviours, with appropriate parameters, have been observed for 3-colourability,
Traveling Salesman, and a number of other NP-complete problems. It has been noted,
(see, e.g. [11]), that such eects persist over a range of dierent search algorithms,
leading a number of authors to moot the use of such transition thresholds as a basis for
selecting or designing good search heuristics specialised to individual problems, e.g.
the ‘minimise ’ heuristic of Gent et al. [10].
Our aim in this paper is to propose analytic frameworks, that are suited to investigat-
ing phase-transition phenomena as a general property of combinatorial decision prob-
lems. In particular, we propose a number of precise formulations of a conjecture that
is implicit in several empirical studies and concerns the prevalence of phase-transition
eects amongst NP-complete problems. Thus,
\Such phase transition phenomena appear to be ubiquitous. Indeed we have yet
to nd an NP-complete problem which lacks a phase transition". [9]
In contrast, other studies have advanced claims that particular NP-complete problems
do not exhibit phase-transitions (e.g. [13]).
At present, the claims implied by such statements are incapable of resolution. This
may not (necessarily) be for reasons of mathematical intractability but rather because
their precise terms of reference are ill-dened. For example, what ro^le is played by
the representation of a given decision problem, i.e. the encoding of problem instances?
What behaviour qualies as a ‘phase-transition’? What parameters of a problem instance
is it ‘reasonable’ to measure in attempting to demonstrate a phase-transition? We rst
illustrate the non-trivial nature of these questions by analysing some possible denitions
of the statement ‘the decision problem D has a phase-transition’. A central contention
of our formalism is that the manner in which a given decision problem exhibits a
phase-transition is a combinatorial and complexity-theoretic issue and that, therefore,
the natural mathematical language to adopt in dening such eects should be in terms
of the framework of computational complexity theory.
We note, in passing, that although Gent et al. attempt to study phase-transition phe-
nomena in a general context, there are a number of weaknesses in their approach:
the concept of ‘ensemble’, which is central to their model, is never precisely formu-
lated; the type of phase-transition being described concerns the single characteristic
of ‘probability that an ensemble member has a solution’ (the association with search
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cost is conjectural and supported through empirical study); and, nally, the formal-
ism only provides an upper bound on the region where a phase-transition of this type
occurs. As such, attempts to establish that some decision problems dened by their
complexity classes exhibit phase-transitions through the sole basis of ‘constrainedness
of ensembles’ would seem to be ill-fated.
One consequence of our approach is that a clear distinction is made between char-
acteristics such as ‘the probability of a typical instance having a solution’ and char-
acteristics such as ‘the average or worst-case search time taken to evaluate an in-
stance’. Analytic studies of phase-transitions have largely concentrated on the former
(e.g. [3, 14, 15]), whereas most empirical studies have, in addition, examined phase-
transitions in the performance of search methods. Within these models it turns out
that using quite ‘natural’ parameters a number of general results about the presence or
absence of specic phase-transition eects can be proved.
2. Dening phase-transitions
In this section we discuss the principal formal components that, we contend, are
necessary to render meaningful, statements to the eect that ‘f has=does not have a
phase-transition’. In proposing these, our main aim is to substantiate the claims con-
cerning why these particular elements are necessary, avoiding notational complexities
as far as is consistent with preventing ambiguity. In order to discuss the characteristics
of problems that are to be considered in examining phase-transitions we employ the
following terminology.
Denition 1. A decision problem is a function f : I !f0; 1g where I is called the set
of instances. It is assumed that elements of a set of instances I are represented as
nite strings over a nite alphabet, , containing at least two symbols. We use jxj to
denote the number of symbols in x and, if = f0; 1g, H (x) to denote the number of
1s in x.
For example, suppose I = fUndirected graphsg. Letting = f0; 1g we can represent
any graph G(V; E)2 I with vertex set V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and edge set E by a string
x1;2x1;3    xi; j    xn−1; n of length n(n − 1)=2, in which xi; j =1 if and only if fi; jg is
an edge of G.
In the very informal description of phase-transition phenomena given above, refer-
ence was made to varying ‘parameters of instances’ in order to occasion changes in
behaviour. For the specic example of 3-SAT this parameter was the ratio between the
number of clauses (m) and the number of propositional variables (n). We thus have
two values associated with an instance of a decision problem, and we shall use the
terminology size and weight to describe these. In 3-SAT the size of an instance is the
number of propositional variables, the weight of an instance the number of clauses.
For graph-theoretic decision problems, common choices of size and weight are the
number of vertices and number of edges, respectively. For a given decision problem,
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f : I !f0; 1g, we capture these concepts by introducing the notations below:
 : I !N the size of an instance;
 : I !N the weight of an instance:
We put some restrictions on these.
(a) 9>0, k 2N 8x2 I jxj6(x)6jxjk .
(b) 9k 2N 8x2 I (x)6jxjk .
(c) 9k 2N 8njfm : (x)= n and (x)=mgj6nk .
The rst two conditions state that for any instance, the size and weight functions cannot
be ‘too large’ in terms of the length of the encoding of the instance, and, additionally,
the size of an instance cannot be ‘too small’ in terms of the encoding length. The nal
condition requires that there are not ‘too many’ dierent weights that instances of a
given size could have.
Apart from these, no other conditions are imposed on how the size and weight
functions may be chosen for a given set of instances of a decision problem. Our
main reason for, initially, allowing such freedom is that although, the measures of size
and weight are present in all existing studies these have examined specic problems
rather than decision problems as a class: in such cases the form of instances usually
suggests ‘natural’ instantiations of  and , cf. the examples for instances of 3-SAT
and graph-theoretic problems. In principle, however, one might have graph-theoretic
problems for which phase-transitions could not be demonstrated by using the ‘natural’
weight function of ‘number of edges’ but could be exhibited with some other choice:
the NP-complete problem of deciding if a cubic graph is 3-edge-colourable may well
provide an exemplar of such behaviour (since all n-vertex cubic graphs have exactly
3n=2 edges). Given the rich diversity in the forms of problems and instances, it may
not be apparent what a suitable choice of weight function is. Some of the problems
arising in allowing too much freedom will be illustrated in the next section.
We now argue that a statement such as ‘f has a phase-transition’, even when 
and  have been dened, is insuciently detailed. Specically, two important aspects
are missing: the measure with respect to which a ‘phase-transition’ is present; the pre-
cise nature of the ‘dramatic shift’ in this that is required. A claim that ‘such-and-such
a function does not exhibit a phase-transition’ is eectively meaningless unless it is
qualied with respect to a specic measure of the behaviour of a problem on instances
with size n and weight m, e.g. the proportion of such instances, x, for which f(x)= 1;
the run-time of an algorithm to decide f for such instances, etc. There are, of course, a
number of ways in which this measure could be chosen and the corresponding ‘dramatic
shift’ in behaviour dened. We introduce two general forms which will be considered
subsequently.
Denition 2. Let (f; ; ) be as dened above, In denote the set of instances of f
having (x)= n and In;m the subset of these having weight m. Dene f(n; m) by
f(n; m)=
jfx2 In;m :f(x)= 1gj
jIn;mj :
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This corresponds to the probability that an instance x chosen uniformly at random
from In;m is such that f(x)= 1. We say that (f; ; ) has a sharp phase-transition in
probability, if there exists a strictly increasing function  :N!N and a constant c
such that: 8>0,
lim
n!1 f(n; b(c − )(n)c)= 0 (resp: 1);
lim
n!1 f(n; d(c + )(n)e)= 1 (resp: 0):
A related, but weaker, form is that of a weak phase-transition in probability, which
is said to hold of (f; ; ) if, there is a strictly increasing function  :N!N such that
lim
n!1 f(n;  (n))= 0(1) if  (n) = o((n));
lim
n!1 f(n;  (n))= 1(0) if  (n)=!((n)):
It may be noted that whether (f; ; ) has a phase-transition in probability is a
purely combinatorial question, i.e. it is unaected by whichever algorithmic approach
is used to solve f. We can, equally, describe algorithmic properties. Below, this idea is
developed with respect to general complexity measures and complexity classes dened
on such. In order to unify the presentation we require some further notations.
Let (f; ; ) be given,  :N!N be a strictly increasing function, and >0 be a
constant. The (; )-slice of instances, denoted I (; ), is
1S
n=0
In;d(n)e:
The (; )-restriction of f, denoted f(; ) is the decision problem f restricted to in-
stances belonging to I (; ).
Denition 3. Let  be a complexity measure and C an associated complexity class.
We say that (f; ; ) has a phase-transition in  with respect to C if there are a
strictly increasing function  :N!N and constants c<d such that
82 (c; d)f(; ) 2C and 8 =2 [c; d]f(; ) =2C
82 (c; d)f(; ) =2C and 8 =2 [c; d]f(; ) 2C:
The denition above is given in terms of arbitrary complexity measures and classes
to re-emphasise the point that, in principle, it is possible for what are regarded as
phase-transition eects, to arise in many dierent circumstances. There are, however,
a number of concrete instantiations which we shall concentrate on. The most widely
studied complexity measure has been that of (worst-case) run-time as dened with
respect to the number of steps executed by a program on some formal model of
computation such as a Turing Machine. The phase-transition eects that are of interest
are those which involve a dramatic reduction in the run-time of a search method when
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problem instances fall within (or outside) some region. Thus, Denition 3 captures
both ‘easy{hard{easy’ and ‘hard{easy{hard’ patterns of behaviour by setting a given
complexity class (C) as a performance ‘bench-mark’: the threshold function, , and
associated constants (c, d) identify a region within which the decision problem f
is ‘much harder’ or ‘much easier’ to solve than for instances outside it. For NP-
complete problems, an important issue is whether choosing the complexity class to be
P (deterministic polynomial time), suces to induce a phase-transition in search. We
generalise this important concept by,
Denition 4. Let TM :!N denote the run-time of a program M on a given input
x. f(; ) has worst-case time complexity G(n) if there is a program M recognising
f(; ) and such that
8n max
x2In; (n)
TM (x)6G(n):
Let  : In; (n)! [0; 1] be a computable probability distribution with sample space In; (n),
i.e. the set of triples
f(x; y; z) : x2 In; (n); y2Q+; z 2Q+y < (x)< zg
is recursive, then f(; ) has average-case time complexity G(n) with respect to  if
there is a program M recognising f(; ) and such that
8nT av(n)=def
P
x2In; (n) TM (x)(x)P
x2In; (n) (x)
6G(n):
P is the complexity class (i.e set) of decision problems having worst-case time com-
plexity within
S1
k=1 n
k . For a computable distribution, , (AvP; ) is the complexity
class of problems having average-case time complexity nk with respect to . (f; ; )
has a phase-transition in worst-case time with respect to P if there are  :N!N and
constants c<d such that
82 (c; d)f(; ) 2P and 8 =2 [c; d]f(; ) =2P
or
82 (c; d)f(; ) =2P and 8 =2 [c; d]f(; ) 2P:
The denition of phase-transition in average-case time with respect to (AvP; ) is
similar.
It is useful to develop our concept of phase-transition in worst-case time with respect
to P, rstly, to take account of the fact that a proof that an NP-complete problem
possessed such a property would separate P and NP; and, secondly to provide an
analogue to the idea of a ‘weak’ phase-transition in probability. Thus, instead of the
very strong condition f(; ) =2P, one might use f(; ) is NP-hard. In the context of the
second extension, we say that f has a weak phase-transition in run-time with respect
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to P, if there are functions  :N!N and  :N!N such that 8n :(n)< (n) and
8m2 [(n);  (n)]f(m) 2P and 8m =2 [(n);  (n)]f(m) =2P
or
8m2 [(n);  (n)]f(m) =2P and 8m =2 [(n);  (n)]f(m) 2P
(where f(m) denotes f restricted to the subset of instances of size n having
weight m).
The requirements for an algorithm to have polynomial average-case run-time with
respect to, for example the uniform distribution, , are technically quite strong. In fact,
examining the structure of experimental studies, where by random instances of specic
sizes and weights are generated, motivates a slightly weaker concept of ‘run-time of a
typical instance’. This concept, which we call, ‘probable run-time’ is described by,
Denition 5. Let Q be a program recognising f(; ) and
BadQ(n; G(n))= fx2 In; (n) :TQ(x)>G(n)g
f(; ) has probable run-time G(n) if there is a program M recognising f(; ) such that
lim
n!1
jBadM (n; G(n))j
jIn; (n)j = 0:
pP is the complexity class of problems having probable run-time nk .
We note that while it can be established that P (AvP; )pP; it may not be the
case that f2pP implies f2 (AvP; ): consider a problem, f; in which there are 2n
instances of size n and for which one has an algorithm that takes 23n=4 steps on 2n=2
instances and n steps on the remaining 2n − 2n=2; it is clearly the case that f2pP;
but the algorithm used to demonstrate this has average-case run-time with respect to
 exceeding 2n=4.
In summary, formal models of phase-transition behaviour for classes of decision
problem must involve a number of elements: dened mechanisms for parameterising
instances of a problem (the size and weight functions:  and ); a precise sense of the
measure in which a phase-transition eect is being considered and a concept of what
changes in this measure constitute signicant eects.
3. Combinatorial and algorithmic properties
Two things are apparent from the formal structures described in the previous section
and particularly evident in the denitions of ‘phase-transition’ proposed: each of the
components articulated is present in earlier studies of particular problems; secondly, the
degree of licence that is allowed in instantiating these structures for a given combina-
torial problem, indicates that statements such as ‘f does not have a phase-transition’
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are likely to be impossible to establish for a given measure, except when specic size
and weight functions are provided.
In this section we consider the following question, with particular reference to f
being NP-complete.
What, if anything, can be deduced about phase-transitions in run-time from the
property of (f; ; ) having a phase-transition in probability?
We observed when introducing the concept of phase-transition in probability that its
denition was independent of algorithmic considerations. The following results empha-
sise that a purely combinatorial property suces for such a phase-transition to exist.
A decision problem, f; over f0; 1g is monotone (increasing) if whenever 2f0; 1gn
is such that f()= 1; any 2f0; 1gn obtained by changing a 0 to a 1 in ; also has
f()= 1. A decision problem is monotone decreasing if f()= 0 implies f()= 0
where  is obtained in the same way.
Fact 1. A decision problem f : f0; 1g!f0; 1g is said to be trivial if either 8x f(x)
= 0 or 8x f(x)= 1. A decision problem; f; on graphs is symmetric if f(G(V; E))= 1
if and only if f(H (V; F))= 1 for any H that is isomorphic with G.
(a) If f : f0; 1g!f0; 1g is a non-trivial monotone decision problem; then (f; jxj;
H (x)) has a weak phase-transition in probability.
(b) If f is a symmetric monotone decision problem dened on graphs; G(V; E) then
(f; jV j; jEj) has a sharp phase-transition in probability.
Proof. (a) is from Bollobas and Thomason [1] (b) from Friedgut and Kalai [6].
That ‘monotonicity’ is not a necessary condition, even when restricting size and
weight functions to be jV j and jEj is easily demonstrated by the result below.
Theorem 1. For k>2; ISO-HAMk is the decision problem dened on n-vertex graphs
G(V; E) as follows: ISO-HAMk(G)= 1 if and only if there is a subset W of the
vertices V such that jW j>n− k; the sub-graph G[W ] of G induced by W contains a
Hamiltonian cycle; and; the vertices V−W form an independent set in G(V; E). For all
xed k>2; the decision problem ISO-HAMk is non-monotone and (ISO-HAMk; jV j; jEj)
has a sharp phase-transition in probability with (n)= n loge n and c=0:5.
Proof. To show that ISO-HAMk is not monotone it suces to dene a sequence of
three n-vertex graphs G0; G1; G2 such that Gi is a sub-graph of Gi+1 (06i<2)
and for which ISO-HAMk(G0)= ISO-HAMk(G2)= 0 but ISO-HAMk(G1)= 1. Dene
G0 to be a graph consisting of a path of n − k vertices and k isolated vertices.
Obviously ISO-HAMk(G0)= 0. Form G1 by adding an edge, to G0; joining the two
vertices at the ends of the n− k vertex path. Now ISO-HAMk(G1)= 1; since the addi-
tional edge completes a Hamiltonian cycle with n− k vertices. Finally, form G2 from
G1 by adding an edge between any two of the k isolated vertices in G1. We now
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have ISO-HAMk(G2)= 0 since the vertices of this graph cannot be partitioned into
an independent set of size k and a Hamiltonian inducing set of size at least n − k.
For the second part of the theorem, rst note that for n large enough, any n-vertex
graph, G(V; E) with a Hamiltonian cycle satises ISO-HAMk(G)= 1: simply choose
W =V . In addition, any n-vertex G(V; E) with at least k + 1 isolated vertices must
have ISO-HAMk(G)= 0. The analysis of Korsunov [15] show that for all >0; almost
all graphs with (0:5 + )n loge n edges are Hamiltonian. On the other hand, for any
xed k; the result of Erdos and Renyi [5] indicates that almost all n-vertex graphs with
(0:5− )n loge n edges have k + 1 isolated vertices.
We now present an explicit denition of an NP-complete problem, f; such that
(f; ; ) has a phase-transition in probability, but (f; ; ) does not have a phase-
transition in worst-case time with respect to P. This construction, therefore, gives a
partial answer to the question raised at the start of this section.
In fact, we prove this result for 3-SAT . For a 3-CNF formula, F over a set of
n propositional variables, we take the size of F to be the number of variables, i.e.
(F)= n; and the weight of F to be the number of clauses, m; dening F .
Theorem 2. (a) (3-SAT; n; m) has a sharp phase-transition in probability. (b)
(3-SAT; n; m) does not have a phase-transition in worst-case time with respect to P.
Proof. (a) Immediate from the results of Friedgut and Kalai [6].
(b) We prove this for any strictly monotone increasing function,  :N!N and any
constant c satisfying:
8ndc(n)e>n=3 and lim
n!1
c(n)
7
(n
3
 <1 (1)
by showing that the problem 3-SATc;  is NP-complete. Recall that this decision problem
is dened as:
Instance: A formula, F in 3-CNF dened over a set of n propositional variables
and containing exactly dc(n)e distinct clauses.
Question: Does there exist an instantiation of the n variables that satises F?
We note that if m<n=3; then a 3-CNF F with m clauses cannot essentially depend
on n variables (each clause accounts for exactly three distinct variables), hence the
case (n)<n=3 is redundant. In addition if m>7
(n
3

then F cannot be satisable: any
instantiation  of n variables fails to satisfy exactly
(n
3

clauses of size 3, any so for
any instantiation ; F must contain at least one clause that is not satised by .
We prove that 3-SAT is polynomially reducible to 3-SATc;  for all ; c satisfying
(1). Let
F =C1 ^ C2    ^ Cm
be an instance of 3-SAT over Xn= hx1; : : : ; xni (where, without loss of generality, it may
be assumed that the clauses of F are all distinct). We construct (in time polynomial
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in n) a 3-CNF; (F)=H with the following properties:
(a) H is dened over 4n3 propositional variables.
(b) H contains exactly dc(4n3)e distinct clauses.
(c) H is satisable if and only if F is satisable.
Let N =4n3 − n. The propositional variables of H are Xn [ YN where
YN = hy1; y2; : : : ; yN i:
The clauses of H are formed from the m clauses of F and a set of clauses chosen by
taking all possible clauses of three literals over YN except for
(d) Clauses with all three variables negated.
(e) t additional clauses.
Here t is a value that is set subsequently and depends only on m;  and c. Thus, the
number of clauses in H is exactly
m+ 7

N
3

− t:
It is easy to see that H is satisable if and only if F is satisable: a satisfying
assignment to H must satisfy F since the clauses of F are a subset of those of H ; on
the other hand, if F is satisable, then extending the assignment to Xn that satises F
by the assignment hyi := 1i for each 16i6N gives a satisfying assignment for H . All
that remains is to show that t can be chosen from the range 06t67
(N
3

so that
t=m+ 7

N
3

− dc(n+ N )e: (2)
The expression on the right-hand side of (2) is at most:
8

n
3

+ 7

N
3

− n+ N
3
which is certainly less than the maximum value allowed for t since n + N =4n3.
Similarly, the right-hand side of (2) is at least
7

N
3

− dc(n+ N )e
and the condition on the maximum value of c(n + N ) suces to ensure that for n
greater than some constant value (depending only on c and ), that this expression is
greater than 0. It is clear that the construction of H from F can be accomplished in
time polynomial in n+ m.
The ‘padding’ technique that is used to establish Theorem 2, is quite general, and
can be applied to 3-COL; variants of k-clique; etc.
One immediate conclusion that can be drawn from Theorem 2 is that the apparent
speed-up in search time occurring for some regions in empirical studies of random
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3-SAT instances, is not caused by a specic search method taking polynomial-time in
these regions. There is, of course, the possibility that this behaviour indicates probable
polynomial time (in the sense of Denition 5) or even average-case polynomial time.
If it is the former, then the question arises as to how many ‘bad’ instances can occur
in the ‘easy’ regions? It has been observed, experimentally, with respect to specic
search methods for 3-SAT that on occasion random instances in the ‘easy’ region can
take considerable time to solve (e.g. [7]). Our next result shows that (unless P=NP)
any procedure for 3-SAT (c; n) that has polynomial probable run-time must be such that
for any constant r and k there are innitely many n for which more that nr instances
in each (n; dcne)-slice require run-time exceeding nk .
Theorem 3. Suppose that Q is an algorithm for 3-SAT (c; n) (c>1) such that Q has
polynomial probable run-time nk . P=NP if Q satises 9r 8n jBadQ(n; nk)j6nr .
Proof. Suppose the contrary and that P 6=NP but that Q is such that
(a) Q has probable run-time nk .
(b) 8n there are at most nr n-variable, dcne-clause instances on which Q takes more
than nk steps.
We describe an algorithm, S; that decides any n-variable, m-clause instance, F; of
3-SAT in polynomial time using Q. This would only be possible if P=NP.
Input: F(Xn); n-variable, m-clause instance of 3-SAT .
Output: 1 if F is satisable; 0 otherwise.
count := 0;
while count6(4n3)r + 1 loop
count := count + 1 ; Hcount := next((F); count);
Run Q on Hcount for at most (4n3)k + 1 steps;
if Q has nished then
return the result given by Q;
stop;
end if;
end loop;
In this algorithm next((F); count) returns a (4n3)-variable, dc(4n3)e-clause 3-CNF
that is constructed using the method in the proof of Theorem 2. The only change is
that on each successive construction (as recorded by the value in count) a dierent set
of t clauses is removed from the available clauses (over the YN variables) so that the
instances Hi and Hj are the same if and only if i= j. From the construction used in
Theorem 2, the required value of t is
7

N
3

+ m− dc(n+ N )e:
It follows that the total number of dierent instances that could be formed in this way
is exp(
(n)). Since, we have assumed that there are at most (4n3)r ‘bad’ instances for
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Q it follows that after at most (4n3)r + 1 iterations of the main loop in the algorithm
an instance will have been constructed on which Q has nished after (4n3)k steps.
The correctness of the answer returned follows from Theorem 2, and the total running
time of S is clearly polynomially bounded. It follows that if an algorithm with the
properties claimed of Q existed then we could construct a (worst-case) polynomial
time algorithm for 3-SAT . This contradicts the initial premise that P 6=NP.
Although Theorem 3 does not imply that all values of n have many ‘bad’ instances, it
is easy to see (assuming P 6=NP) that it implies the existence of innitely many such n.
Suppose, however, for a xed r and algorithm Q that [bi] is the (innite) sequence
of values such that jBadQ(bi; (bi)k)j>(bi)r: unless P=NP; Theorem 3 guarantees the
existence of such a sequence for any Q and any r 2N. In principle, it could be the case
that bi + 1 is ‘much’ greater than bi; e.g. suppose that b1 = 3 and for i>1 bi=2ni−1 ;
then, with such an algorithm one would be able to solve instances of 3-SAT quickly
for all instance sizes, n; 4n3 6= bi for some i. This might well be considered a feasible
algorithm, since its performance would be fast for ‘long’ sequences of values of n
for which jBadQ(n; nk)j was at most nr . Such an algorithm would not contradict the
premise P 6=NP since its run-time would not be polynomial time for arbitrarily large
values of n.
It turns out, however, that this is not possible. For a given Q and r as above, let
[gi] be the sequence of instances sizes such that jBadQ(gi; (gi)k)j6(gi)r . The following
development of Theorem 3 establishes for any such sequence there must be innitely
many points i such that gi−gi−1 is ‘large’. More formally, let s= [ni] denote a strictly
monotone increasing sequence of natural numbers,
s =def hn0; n1; : : : ; ni; : : :i:
We say that such a sequence is p-good if there exists p2N such that for all i>0 it
holds that ni<(ni−1)p.
Theorem 4. Let Q be an algorithm for 3-SAT (c; n) with polynomial probable run-time
nk . P=NP if there exists a p-good sequence [ni] and a constant r 2N such that
8i jBadQ(ni; (ni)k)j6(ni)r :
Proof. The proof is again by contradiction. Assume that P 6=NP and that Q is an
algorithm for 3-SAT (c; n) with probable polynomial run-time nk . Further, assume that
there is a p-good sequence [ni] and a constant r 2N for which
8i jBadQ(ni; (ni)k)j6(ni)r :
The algorithm, S; below evaluates any n-variable instance of 3-SAT in polynomial time.
It should be noted that the polynomial bound and the correctness of the algorithm do
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not require the sequence [ni] to be known: its existence suces for the method below
to run in time bounded by some polynomial function of n.
Input: F an instance of 3-SAT over n variables.
Method:
m := 4n3; s := mr + 1;
Pool := fH1;H2; : : : ;Hsg;
{ each Hi is a member of R(F); i.e. an instance of 3-SAT (c;m) as constructed
{ by the reduction of Theorem 2.
i := 0;
loop
for each H 2Pool loop
Run Q on H for mk + 1 steps;
if Q(H) has halted then
return Q(H) ; stop;
end if;
end loop;
{ if this point is reached then m 62 [ni]
Old Pool :=Pool ; Pool := f g;
i := i + 1 ; m := m+ 1 ; s :=mr + 1 ; j := 1;
{*************************************
while jPoolj<s loop
Pool :=Pool[fH 1j ; : : : ; Hm−1j g;
Old Pool :=Old Pool − fHjg ; j := j + 1;
end loop;
{*************************************
end loop;
end;;
The procedure rst of all constructs mr + 1 dierent instances of 3-SAT (c;m); where
m=4n3; using the reduction of Theorem 2. If each belongs to BadQ(m;mk) then the
while loop that follows replaces each instance with m dierent instances of 3-SAT (c;m+1)
{ the Htj of the loop body. Let hx1; : : : ; xmi be the variables dening Hj then each Htj
is formed by choosing at most dce clauses of the form z _ xa _ xb; where z is a new
variable. Since there are m(m − 1)=2 such clauses to choose from, it is certainly the
case that m− 1 dierent subsets of size at most dce can be selected. Furthermore, the
resulting Htj are all distinct and each is satisable if and only if Hj is satisable, i.e.
if and only if F is satisable.
This establishes that the algorithm correctly evaluates 3-SAT (F); leaving only its
polynomial time complexity to be demonstrated. Consider the p-good sequence [ni]
assumed to exist for Q. Each iteration of the outer loop deals with mr + 1 dier-
ent instances of 3-SAT (c;m); where m is initially 4n3 and increases by one at each
iteration. Clearly there must be some point, i; of the p-good sequence such that
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ni<4n36ni+1<(ni)p. It follows that the total number of iterations of the outer loop is
at most (4n3)p. In the main body requires at most (mk +1) steps are performed on at
most mr+1 instances. >From the previous argument m6(4n3)p. Thus, the run-time of
the entire procedure is O(n3p(k+r+1)) where p; k and r are constants. This contradicts
our initial premise that P 6=NP; hence the theorem follows.
Theorem 3 relies on there being suciently many dierent ways of ‘shrinking’ the
initial padded instance of F in order to obtain an instance with exactly the right number
of clauses (the restriction to (n)= n is not necessary: this is done solely to simplify the
proof). Similar arguments, however, can be made for the other NP-complete problems
to which the techniques of Theorem 2 can be adapted.
In fact, we can show that if jBadQ(n; nk)j is sub-exponential in n; then it is possible
to construct a randomised algorithm for 3-SAT which for any instance has polynomial
run-time with overwhelmingly high probability. For a given instance, F of 3-SAT on n
variables, let R(F) denote the set of all instances of 3-SAT (c;N+n) onto which F could
be mapped using the reduction of Theorem 2, where N =4n3 − n.
Theorem 5. Let Q be an algorithm for 3-SAT (c; n) with polynomial probable run-time
nk . If there is a constant r 2N; with which for all n and all n-variable instances; F;
of 3-SAT it holds that
jBadQ(4n3; nk)j6jR(F)j(1− n−r)
then there is a (randomised) algorithm S for 3-SAT such that for all F
P[TS(F)>nr+1(nk + 1)]< exp(−n):
Proof. The method is similar to that in Theorem 3, however: the upper limit of the
while loop is changed to nr+1; Hcount is chosen uniformly at random from the set R(F);
each successive choice being made independently of previous choices; and, 3-SAT (F)
is evaluated explicitly if the while loop exits. In order for the run-time on an instance
F of size n to exceed nr+1(nk + 1) every random choice of Hcount must belong to
BadQ(4n3; nk). The probability of this is at most
 jBadQ(4n3; nk)j
jR(F)j
nr+1
<(1− n−r)nr+1
Since, 1− x< exp(−x); it follows that this probability is at most exp(−n).
To conclude this section, we illustrate one particular rather weak algorithmic ‘benet’
that results directly from the combinatorial proofs in a number of phase-transition
results. Consider the decision problem sequential truth assignment (STA)
Instance: F(Xn; Yn) a 3-CNF formula dened over a set of 2n Boolean variables.
Question: 91 81 92 82    9n 8n F(1; 2; : : : ; n; 1; 2; : : : ; n)= 1?
STA can be interpreted as a 2-person game involving players X and Y who at the kth
round of the game choose a Boolean value for the variables xk and yk . X wins if the
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value of F after all choices have been completed is 1; otherwise Y wins. The decision
problem STA asks if X has a forced win with the given instance, i.e. 3-CNF, of the
game. Stockmeyer and Meyer [19] have shown that STA is PSPACE-complete.
Theorem 6. Let  :N! N be any monotone increasing function such that (n)!
n
1.
For a 2n variable; m clause instance F of STA; dene (F)= 2n and (F)=m.
lim
n!1 STA(2n; (n))= 0:
Proof. If F is an instance of STA that contains a clause dened by three distinct
variables in Yn, then STA(F)= 0: player Y can force F to take the value 0 just by
setting these variables appropriately. Call such a clause a Y -clause of which there are
8
( n
3

. To prove the theorem it suces to estimate the number of clauses, m, needed
to ensure that an instance chosen uniformly at random from the set of 2n-variable,
m-clause instances almost certainly contains a Y -clause. Let Fn;m be such a random
instance:
P[STA(Fn;m)= 0]> P[Fn;m has a Y -clause]
= 1− P[Fn;m does not have a Y -clause]
> 1− exp
−mn(n− 1)(n− 2)
2n(2n− 1)(2n− 2)

 1− exp(−m=8):
Thus if m= (n)!
n
1, then almost certainly Fn;m contains a Y -clause and
STA(Fn;m)= 0.
Corollary 1. STA2Av(P;) (where  is the uniform distribution).
Proof. Consider the algorithm, S, which evaluates an instance, F(Xn; Yn) of STA by
checking if F has a Y -clause. If a Y -clause is found then the result 0 is returned,
otherwise an exhaustive search is used to determine the answer. The exhaustive search
takes at most 22nm steps to classify a 2n-variable, m-clause instance. Let jI2nj denote
the number of possible instances that can be formed from 2n variables Xn and Yn; jF j
denote the number of clauses in F ; N the number of possible clauses; and,  :N! N
be a function which will be xed subsequently. The average run-time T (n) of S is,
T (n) =
P
F2I2n
TS(F)=jI2nj
6
P
F :jFj>(n) and F has a Y -clause
jF j=jI2nj
+
P
F :jFj>(n) and F has no Y -clause
22njF j=jI2nj +
P
F :jFj<(n)
22njF j=jI2nj:
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From the proof of Theorem 6, a fraction of at least 1− exp(−(n)=8) of the instances
with (n) or more clauses, has a Y -clause. Hence,
T (n)6
NP
m=(n)
m+ exp(−(n)=8)22nN + P[jF j < (n)]22n(n)
6N 2 + exp(2(loge 2)n+ loge N − (n)=8) + P[jF j < (n)]22n(n):
If (n)>16(loge 2)n then the exp(  ) term is at most N . In addition, a simple calcu-
lation shows that P[jF j < 16(loge 2)n] is less than 2−2n. Thus, T (n) is
6N 2 + N + 16(loge 2)n=O(n
6):
We have made no attempt to reduce the degree of the polynomial bound given, for
the simple reason that the algorithm described is of little interest as a mechanism for
deciding sequential truth assignment: it is merely testing if a simple condition sucient
to return the result 0 holds.
4. Size and weight functions
We now turn to the problems of distinguishing ‘reasonable’ weight functions.
A simple example illustrates why some care is necessary. Consider the parity func-
tion on nite binary strings, dened as PAR(x)= 1 if and only if the number of bits
equal to 1 in x is even. Suppose that we choose the size function for instances of
parity to be the length of the string: (x)= jxj. If the ‘most natural’ choice of weight
function is used, i.e. (x)=H (x), where H (x) denotes the number of 1s in x, then it
is clear that (PAR; jxj; H (x)) does not exhibit a phase-transition in probability. More-
over, since PAR(x) can be evaluated in exactly jxj steps, it is not possible to induce
a phase-transition in run-time. Therefore, one might conclude ‘parity does not have a
phase-transition (in probability)’. This, however, within the terms permissible both by
the formulation above and by previous studies (since not explicitly prohibited), is not
the case.
Lemma 1. There is a choice of size and weight functions;  and ; such that (PAR; ;
) has a phase-transition in probability using (n)= n+ 1 and c=0:5.
Proof. Choose (x)= jxj as before, and (x) to be
1 + djxj=2e+ dH (x)=2e(1− 2fdH (x)=2e − bH (x)=2cg):
If H (x) is even, i.e. PAR(x)= 1, then 1 + dn=2e6(x)6n + 1. On the other hand, if
H (x) is odd, then 16(x)6dn=2e. Hence, if we choose a random x with jxj= n and
(x)=m, whenever m=(n+ 1)< 0:5 we have PAR(x)= 0; whenever m=(n+ 1)> 0:5
we have PAR(x)= 1.
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The parity function is in P and it may seem that the device used to induce a
phase-transition in probability is merely a technical curiosity. We can, however, create
a similar diculty for NP-complete problems (albeit somewhat articial ones). We
introduce two decision problems derived from 3-COL (although the method could be
applied to any NP-complete problem).
Denition 6. OE − 3COL is the decision problem whose instances are n-vertex undi-
rected graphs G(V; E) such that jEj6n(n− 7)=2. If G(V; E) contains an even number
of edges then 1 is returned if G is 3-vertex colourable; if G contains an odd number
of edges then 1 is returned if the complement of G (i.e. the graph in which an edge
fi; jg is present if and only if fi; jg is not an edge in G) is 3-vertex colourable.
Let N (n; k) denote the number of n-vertex graphs with exactly k edges. Let ordNk
(N = n(n − 1)=2) be a bijection that assigns a unique integer, r, 16r6N (n; k) to
each such graph. Ord-3COL is the decision problem whose instances are n-vertex
undirected graphs G(V; E). If ordNjEj(G)60:5N (n; jEj) then 1 is returned if G is 3-
vertex colourable; if ordNjEj(G)> 0:5N (n; jEj) then 1 is returned if the complement of
G is 3-vertex colourable.
Theorem 7. (a) OE-3COL is NP-complete; (b) there is an ordering bijection such
that Ord-3COL is NP-complete.
Proof. (a) Trivial. (b) We rst construct a bijection between n-vertex, k-edge graphs
and values in the range 1 to N (n; k) which will allow Ord−3COL2NP to be proved.
Consider the following ordering of m-bit binary strings containing exactly k 1s: if x is
such a string then ordmk (x) is the unique number lying between 1 and
(m
k

dened by
the following rules:
ordmk (0
m−k1k)= 1; ordmk (1
k0m−k)=
m
k

;
ordmk (0x)= ord
m−1
k (x); ord
m
k (1x)=

m− 1
k

+ ordm−1k−1 (x):
Obviously, for any x with exactly k 1s, the value ordjxjk (x) is computable in time
polynomial in jxj. Represent an n-vertex undirected graph, G(V; E) by a sequence of
N = n(n − 1)=2 bits using the methods described after Denition 1, above. Let G(x)
denote this encoding so that the number of edges in G is the number of bits with value
1 in G(x). The ordering function required is ordNjEj(G(x)) where jEj is the number of
bits equal to 1 in G(x). Since ordmk is polynomial-time computable and 3-COL is in
NP, it is immediate that Ord-3COL is in NP. To prove it is NP-hard we show that
3-COL is polynomially reducible to Ord-3COL. Let G(V; E) be an instance of 3-COL,
i.e. an n-vertex graph, G(y) denote the binary encoding of the edges of G as described
earlier, and N denote jG(y)j, i.e. n(n− 1)=2.
If ordNjEj(G(y))60:5N (n; jEj) then G(V; E) is 3-colourable if and only Ord-3COL(G)
holds. Otherwise, we construct a 2n-vertex graph H (W;F) with binary encoding G(z)
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where jG(z)j= n(2n−1) as follows: the vertex wn+i of W is the vertex vi of V , where
16i6n. The vertices w1; : : : ; wn are new vertices. The edges are fwn+i ; wn+jg where
fvi; vjg is an edge of G. Thus H may be seen as relabeling the vertices of G with
labels n+ 1; n+ 2; : : : ; 2n− 1; 2n, leaving the edges unchanged, and introducing n new
vertices each of which has degree 0. It is obvious that H (W;F) is 3-colourable if and
only if G(V; E) is 3-colourable. Let M denote n(2n− 1), i.e. jG(z)j, and consider the
value of ordMjFj(G(z)). From our construction,
G(z)= 0N+n
2
G(y)
since the degree of each of the vertices wi (16i6n) is 0. Hence, jF j= jEj. By de-
nition,
ordMjFj(G(z))= ord
N
jEj(G(y))6

N
jEj

:
But, recalling that N = n(n− 1)=2 and M = n(2n− 1),

N
jEj

60:5

M
jF j

and hence G(V; E) is 3-colourable if and only if Ord-3COL(H (W;F)). This completes
the proof.
Theorem 8. (a) (OE-3COL; jV j; jEj) does not have a phase-transition in probabil-
ity. (b) There is a polynomial-time computable weight function; ; for which (OE-
3COL; jV j; (G)) does have a phase-transition in probability. (c) For any weight
function; ; that considers only jV j and jEj; (Ord-3COL; jV j; (G)) does not have
a phase-transition in probability.
Proof. (Outline) For (a), there is a constant c < 3 such that graphs with jEj=n < c
are almost certainly 3-colourable; graphs with jEj=n > c are almost certainly not 3-
colourable. Since the complement of a k-edge graph contains n(n − 1)=2 − k edges,
as k increases the probability of a random k-edge graph returning 1 oscillates from
‘close to’ 1 to ‘close to’ 0 (when k6cn). For (b), the method is similar to that
employed in Lemma 1: use an ordering that assigns lowest weights to graphs with an
even number of edges (with smaller even numbers preceding larger values) and highest
weights to graphs with an odd number of edges, but with larger odd numbers having a
lower weight than smaller odd numbers. Since the number of edges in the complement
graph always exceeds 3n, the transition from ‘almost certainly’ 3-colourable to ‘almost
certainly’ not 3-colourable occurs at some point in the rst half of this ordering and
no further transition occurs. To prove (c) we note that the probability of a random
k-edge graph having value 1 tends to 0:5 for k6cn or k>n(n− 1)=2− cn.
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5. Some open problems
We conclude by highlighting some open problems, starting with the relationship
between existence of a phase-transition in probability and complexity-theoretic issues.
It is well-known that, under the uniform distribution, some NP-complete problems
can be solved by algorithms running in average-case polynomial time. Such problems
include 3-SAT (e.g. [17]) and 3-COL (e.g. [20]). It is easy to show that for such
methods the set of instances requiring run-time exceeding any given polynomial bound
are a sparse set. Both of these examples, however, deal with problems that have a
phase-transition in probability.
Question 1: Does there exist any (recursive) language Lf0; 1g that has both of
the following properties:
(a) L has a phase-transition in probability.
(b) L is NP-hard and (under the standard assumptions) for any algorithm Q recog-
nising L
8k 2N Bad(Q; k)= deffx :TQ(x)> jxjkg
satises limn!1 jBad(Q; k)\f0; 1gnj=2n > 0, i.e. is not sparse?
We observe that any such L, cannot belong to AvP with respect to the uniform
distribution or have probable polynomial-time complexity.
‘Natural’ NP-complete graph problems without phase-transitions in probability
Consider any graph property, , that meets the following criteria:
(a) innitely many graphs satisfy ;
(b) if G(V; E)2 then any graph, H that is isomorphic to G belongs to ;
(c) there are functions  :N! N and  :N! N for which (n)− (n)!1 and
(9G 2 : jV (G)j= n)) (8(n)6m6(n)
8<
:
9G(V; E)2 s:t: jEj=m
and
9G(V; E)2 s:t: jEj=m:
Question 2: Does there exist any (or recursive or belonging to a specied complexity
class) ‘natural’ graph property, , that satises (a{c) above, and is such that if (G)
is chosen as jV (G)j then there is no choice of weight function  dened solely in
terms of jV j and jEj for which it can be shown that (; ; ) has a phase-transition in
probability?
The property Ord-3COL introduced earlier fails to satisfy the isomorphism criterion;
similarly properties which are dened in terms of k-regular graph structures, e.g. k-
edge colourability of k-regular graphs, k-vertex colourability of (2k−2)-regular graphs,
etc. do not satisfy (c). Notice that even employing rather articial devices such as the
following:
G(V; E)2 i jV (G)j is even and
G is k-edge colourable if G is k-regular;
G 2Q (for some property Q) otherwise
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does not necessarily help: Q cannot be such that for any value of k either almost all
graphs with kn=2 edges belong to Q or almost all graphs with kn=2 edges do not belong
to Q.
Question 3: The results regarding the PSPACE-complete problem sequential truth
assignment derived in Theorem 6 and its Corollary, rely on the fact that a Y -clause is
almost sure to appear in a randomly chosen formula. If these are excluded from the
set available, then STA is still a monotone (decreasing) property. Suppose we denote
this restricted version by mod-STA.
(a) Does (mod-STA; 2n; m) have a sharp phase-transition in probability?
(b) Is mod-STA2Av(P;)?
It may be possible to address both of these by nding a simple condition which
denes a large enough set of formulae, F , for which STA(F)= 1.
As regards these questions we discuss some candidate decision problems:
Problem 1. The natural cases to consider are the average-case NP-complete problems,
i.e. those which do not have a polynomial-time average-case algorithm unless every NP
problem has one under the uniform distribution. The Tiling problem of Levin [16] was
the rst such problem to be identied. The problem dened by Levin diers slightly
from the NP-complete Tiling problem given in Garey and Johnson [8, p. 257]: the
latter allows the number of colours available to form part of the instance; Levin’s
proof deals with tiles formed using a nite set of colours. The present authors can
demonstrate a weak phase-transition in probability for Garey and Johnson’s variant,
however, this takes eect only as the number of available colours increases.
Problem 2. The obvious candidate is the property of being optimally edge-colourable,
i.e. choose  as
fG(V; E) :G has chromatic index (G)g
((G) denoting the maximum degree of G).
A ‘parity’ type problem that is more ‘natural’ than the OE-3COL example above,
and for which it is unclear whether the device used there can be applied is OMC, i.e.
fG(V; E) :The size of the largest clique in G is oddg
Note, however, OMC 2NP \ co-NP
6. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed rigorous formulations of the statement ‘f has a
phase-transition’ wherein it is contended that such assertions are only meaningful in the
context of specic parameters of instances of f { i.e. the size and weight parameters
,  { and with respect to suitably presented measures. Our formulation makes a
clear separation between purely combinatorial properties, such as the probability of
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an instance having a solution, and complexity-theoretic measures such as the run-time
of algorithms to solve f. Within the framework developed, a number of results have
been proved: it has been shown that the phase-transition in probability for 3-SAT
does not imply that the run-time of search methods is polynomial for instances in the
‘easy’ regions; furthermore, for any method with probable polynomial run-time in some
region there must be a superpolynomial number of ‘hard’ instances within this region.
A number of contrasting results concerning phase-transitions in probability have been
obtained although several interesting questions remain to be answered.
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